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MANUFACTURING
MATTERS . . .
. . . EVEN MORE
An industry-led initiative
to partner with
government to support
NZ’s post-Covid
recovery

TARGET OUTCOMES
A call to action for government to engage with the sector on the development of a Recovery
and Growth Strategy for New Zealand’s manufacturing industries
• to agree to a co-development process (a Manufacturing Accord)
• to identify and address key policy issues that will impact on the future of manufacturing
as a whole
• to co-create a strategy to support manufacturing through the current crisis and realise
government’s intent to grow the contribution of New Zealand’s manufacturing businesses

to our economy
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NEW ZEALAND MANUFACTURING ALLIANCE
A significant and diverse group of manufacturing organisations

Introduction
This section describes the changing nature of New Zealand’s manufacturing sector, its
performance and its role in contributing to economic growth.
The manufacturing sector comprises all businesses that transform materials and resources
into new products. Much of what people consume, use and work with has been
manufactured (most food, beverages, clothing, vehicles, furniture, electronics,
accommodation etc.). As such, manufacturing intersects all aspects of the economy.
Where possible in our analysis, we have followed the Ministry of Business Innovation and
Employment’s breakdown of manufacturing sub-sectors (Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment, 2018a) into food and beverage processing, wood and paper product
manufacturing, machinery and equipment manufacturing, chemicals and refining
manufacturing, plastics and rubber manufacturing, metals manufacturing and ‘other’
• 12% of the
economy
($23b GDP)capture the standard set of manufacturing
manufacturing.
These
broad sub-sectors
industries
within
classifications.
• Over
50%ANZSIC
of exports

MANUFACTURING FUELS OUR ECONOMY

However,
• 10%theofnature
jobs of manufacturing is changing and does not always fall into traditional
classifications. The manufacturing process has extended from one involving R&D, supplier
• Diverse workforce, employs more Maori & Pacifica than any other sector
management, production and distribution to include a broader value chain of logistics
• 42% of marketing.
total business
R&Dservices, and product and materials recovery (Figure 1).
management,
after-sale

• Essential to the success of other key sectors of the economy
Figure 1: Modern manufacturing value chain
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Source: MartinJenkins based on Foresight (2013) and Queensland Productivity Commission (2016)

In particular, the boundary between manufacturing and services is becoming blurred. For
example, a manufacturer of electronic hardware may also provide software and customer
support (both of which would normally fall under ‘professional and technical services’ in
standard industry classifications); a manufacturer of packaging and containers may also
provide recovery and recycling (waste services). This means that traditional classifications
and the analysis that follows likely underplays the significance of manufacturing.
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The manufacturing sector makes up 12% of New Zealand’s economy ($23 billion)

REAL GDP VALUE BY MANUFACTURING
SECTOR
Data shows Plastics & Rubber at $1.1
billion GDP (0.5%)
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REAL GDP VALUE BY MANUFACTURING
SECTOR
Conservative best guess shows that the Plastics Industry
enables >50% of NZ Manufacturing (~$11 billion, 5.5%)

MANUFACTURING DRIVES INNOVATION:
EXPENDITURE ON R&D ($M)

Figure 17: Manufacturing industries expenditure on R&D, 2018 ($m)
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Source: Statistics New Zealand Research and Development Survey, 2018

l products manufacturing has experienced very high compound average
expenditure over the last decade (14 percent per year) and, in particular, the
(27 percent per year – R&D expenditure in the industry increased from $28
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Source: Infometrics regional database

sector is a key employer in some regions…

prisingly, Auckland
utes the largest share
nd a third – of
acturing jobs in New
d (Figure 13).
bury accounts for 15
t of the sector’s jobs
e Waikato another 10
t. The Bay of Plenty,
ton and Manawatūnui all contribute
han 5 percent of jobs.

Figure 13:

Manufacturing employment by region, 2018
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CHALLENGES
• Low productivity (relative to competitors)
• Environmental protection (climate & circular economy)
• Skills shortages

19

• Unfair trade conditions
• Sub-standard imports
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OPPORTUNITIES
TRADE POLICY
• A serious commitment to addressing non-tariff measures in
trade negotiations
• Improving the responsiveness of trade remedies

investigation processes
• Strong enforcement of standards and conformance
• Creating opportunities for local manufacturers by levelling
the trade playing field

OPPORTUNITIES
INNOVATION
Harness Industry 4.0 to:
• improve productivity

• develop new products, services and business models
• attract highly-skilled workers into more rewarding jobs
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OPPORTUNITIES
ENVIRONMENTAL
• Gain market advantage by meeting demand for processes,
products and packaging that reduce environmental impacts

• Add value through ‘low-emissions circular economy’
activities
• A strong domestic manufacturing sector is critical a circular
economy

OPPORTUNITIES
VALUE-ADDED SERVICES (Servitisation)
• More opportunities to expand into high-value service areas
such as installation, maintenance and repair, logistics,
performance monitoring, consulting, design and engineering
services
• Integrating product and services through digital connectivity
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OPPORTUNITIES
CONSTRUCTION PIPELINE
Partner with the construction sector to meet the growing demand
for prefabricated structures.
• Identify requirements of the $12bn infrastructure spend and $3bn

shovel-ready recovery initiative
• Develop capacity and capability to meet that demand

MANUFACTURING SECTOR’S ROLE
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GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT

Commercial in confidence – not for distribution

WHAT’S NEXT – SHORT TERM MEASURES
Support for Manufacturers
• Free / subsidised consultancy to identify opportunities for productivity improvement across all
manufacturing processes, including supply chain management – focus on SMEs with ≤50
employees
• Free / subsidised consultancy to identify further opportunities for productivity improvement in
manufacturing operations that have already started their Industry 4.0 journey
• Evaluate measures to facilitate capital investment in improve-ments to raise productivity during a

period of very tight cash flow
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WHAT’S NEXT – STRATEGIC ACTIONS
Form a Manufacturing Accord
• A formalised partnership between industry and government (all agencies affected)
- Undertaking a systematic analysis of all factors, policies and practices that currently stand in the way of
growing the role of manufacturing in our economy, including, but not limited to
 Unfair trade practices
 Government procurement practices
 Skill shortages
 Access to capital, including depreciation regimes
 Fit-for-purpose support for innovation, including for manufacturing SMEs
 Analysis of supply chains to identify strategic strengths and vulnerabilities

- Working group led by MBIE to develop a strategy and action plan for growing the sector over the next 10
years to 2030

• Address key policy issues impacting manufacturing identified above
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